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ABSTRACT: We have devised a Ag−SiO2 potential for Monte Carlo
and molecular dynamics studies of systems comprising silver nano-
particles in contact with silica surfaces. The potential is determined
based on density functional theory (DFT) calculations on β-cristobalite,
a silica crystal, as well as theoretical and experimental data on α-quartz
and amorphous silica found in literature. The interactions between Ag
and silica species are fitted with the simple Lennard-Jones (12, 6)
potential with parameters σAg−O = 0.278 nm, σAg−Si = 0.329 nm, εAg−O =
0.012 eV, and εAg−Si = 0.002 eV. The nature of the substrate is taken
into account at a phenomenological level as an extra multiplicative
factor η for the total interaction between silver and silica: for α-quartz
ηquartz = 1, for hydroxylated β-cristobalite ηcrist = 5.0, and for amorphous
silica ηamorph = 2.5. This potential is thought to be useful to investigate the effect of the silica support on the structure and
morphology of deposited silver nanoparticles. As an example, we study the melting and freezing of supported nanoparticles. This
potential could also possibly be extended to other metals or support.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nanoparticles are model catalysts widely studied by various
techniques.1−4 In most cases, they are deposited on a substrate
(they are either grown directly on the surface or initially
produced in a beam before being deposited).1−9 Generally an
oxide support is chosen in order to minimize the interaction
and thus keep a three-dimensional morphology closest as
possible to the ideal situation free of interaction. Crystalline
oxides, like MgO, are known to significantly influence the
structure and morphology of the deposited nanoparticle.7−19

This is why amorphous substrates (silica or carbon) are
generally preferred, but even in that case they may have non-
negligible effects, as suggested by experiments.20,21 Under-
standing the interaction of metallic nanoparticles with
amorphous substrates is thus an important issue, which is
actually not so well documented because of the intrinsic
complexity of amorphous systems. In particular, the chemistry
and structure of silica surfaces22−24 exhibit a large variability,
including various degree of hydroxylation that can be modeled
with empirical potentials or ab initio density functional theory
(DFT).25−36

Silver nanoparticles present interesting optical properties
leading to many applications in plasmonics, surface-enhanced
spectroscopies or biosensors.37−40 These properties highly
depend on the shape and size of the nanoparticles and a better
theoretical understanding of the influence of the amorphous
silica support on the structural stability of silver nanoparticles
would be helpful. However, for large systems, DFT calculations

become intractable and semiempirical potentials for Monte
Carlo or molecular dynamics simulations have proven to be
useful. Such potentials have already been devised to describe
silica25−28 on one side, and transition metals like silver on the
other side.13,41,42 However, data regarding the silver-silica
interaction are scarce. Experiments and theory show that
nonreactive metals interact weakly with silica. X-ray photo-
emission spectroscopy shows that the electronic structure of a
silver atom implanted in silica is close to that of the gas phase
free atom.43 Sessile drop measurements performed by
Eusthatopoulos and co-workers44−46 give a wetting angle of
140° for the Ag-SiO2 system, typical of weak van der Waals like
interactions. Ab initio calculations of silver atoms deposited on a
silica crystal (α-quartz) also show that the interactions are
weak.47 An empirical van der Waals like potential can thus be
determined to reproduce the Ag-SiO2 interactions. The
objective of our work is 2-fold: (i) complete these data with
complementary ab initio calculations, and (ii) determine an
empirical Ag-SiO2 potential based on all available data.

(i) In order to complete the DFT results obtained by Vakula
et al.47 on α-quartz, we have considered another silica
crystal: the β-cristobalite. This substrate differs signifi-
cantly from the quartz in terms of structure and density.
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Furthermore, quartz exhibits low energy surfaces with the
same stoichiometry as the bulk (SiO2), while cristobalite
faces are highly reactive with water vapor and essentially
exhibit hydroxylated surfaces (presence of hydroxyl
groups −OH). The degree of hydroxylation depends
on the temperature and the water vapor pressure, and
may vary between no hydroxyls up to 7 OH/nm2 at full
saturation.22−24 Comparing quartz with cristobalite is
thus an interesting route to understand the effect of
structure and surface chemistry (hydroxylation) which is
known to play an important role in metal−silica
interactions, as shown for instance by DFT calculations
on similar metal−SiO2 systems.36,48 Furthermore, the
density of β-cristobalite is close to that of amorphous
silica, and the results could thus be transferable to that
important material used in many deposition experiments
(supports made of oxidized silicon wafers). Note that
direct calculations of Ag interacting with amorphous
silica could be possible in near future.33−36 For the
present study we focus on the simple periodic cristobalite
structure, with various surface hydroxyl densities.

(ii) The second objective is to use all available data (DFT
calculations and experimental results) to determine a
simple empirical Ag−SiO2 potential. Since calculations
and experiments show that the interactions are weak and
most probably essentially van der Waals like,43−46 the
general form of the metal−silica species interactions is
chosen to be the Lennard-Jones (12, 6):
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Two parameters (an energy ε and a distance σ) depend on
the nature of the interacting species A-B, while ηsurf is a global
dimensionless parameter that depends only on the nature of the
silica substrate. Ignoring this parameter would implicitly rely on
the hypothesis that the interactions barely depend on the silica
surface structure (quartz, cristobalite or amorphous) and
chemistry (hydroxylation), which is not supported by our
calculations. The quartz surface being stoichiometric and
nonhydroxylated (pure SiO2), it is used as the reference: ηquartz

= 1. In other words, ηsurf measures the intensity of the Ag-SiO2
interaction relative to the α-quartz surface. When the silica is
hydroxylated, a rigorous treatment would consider the
interactions between metal and hydrogen species, and should
distinguish between surface oxygen (involved in hydroxyl
groups Si−O−H) from bulk oxygen species (Si−O−Si). We
made the choice to keep the number of free parameters as small
as possible: the O species are not distinguished, and the effect
of the hydrogen atoms is included in the Ag−O interactions;
i.e., the hydroxyl groups are treated as point-like, and the
modulation in the intensity of the interactions due to
hydroxylation is taken into account at a phenomenological
level by ηsurf. The potential has thus five free parameters to be
determined (ηsurf, σAg−O, σAg−Si, εAg−O, εAg−Si).
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the

general route to determine the Ag−silica potential as well as the
DFT and Monte Carlo methods used in this work; section 3
gives the results for the adsorption and adhesion energy on
cristobalite and the Ag−silica potential deduced from all
available data, followed by a study of the melting and freezing
of nanoparticles on silica using Monte Carlo simulations in the
canonical ensemble.

2. METHODS

2.1. General Procedure to Determine the Ag−SiO2
Potentials. The reference system Ag-quartz is first considered,
since in that case ηquartz = 1 and only four free parameters have
to be determined. This can be done based on the DFT
calculations by Vakula and co-workers47 because the surface of
quartz exhibits two attractive sites for isolated silver atoms,
giving enough geometric and energetic information to
determine the Lennard-Jones parameters.
The parameter ηcrist for cristobalite is then determined from

DFT calculations of the adsorption (or adhesion) energy of an
isolated atom or one to four layers of silver deposited on the
surface. The adhesion energy Ead is defined by

= + − −E E E E(Ag SiO ) (SiO ) (Ag)ad 2 2 (2)

were E(Ag) is the energy of silver, E(SiO2) the energy of the
silica slab and E(Ag + SiO2) the energy of the complete system
(Ag + SiO2). When an assembly of Ag atoms is considered, this
quantity is divided by the number of Ag atoms at the interface.
The parameter ηcrist is determined by requiring that the
empirical potential (eq 1, with ε and σ previously determined
on quartz) gives the same adhesion energy as obtained from
DFT. Note that the only free parameter is ηcrist, and that the
Ag-SiO2 interaction being weak the adhesion energy is
essentially proportional to ηcrist. More details on the DFT
method are given below.
The parameter ηamorph for amorphous silica is determined

based on wetting angle measurements. The procedure consists
in reproducing numerically the experiment (by Monte Carlo
simulations)49 with a nanodroplet deposited on an amorphous
silica surface. This method uses the Ag-SiO2 potential eq 1 but
also semiempirical potentials to model the metal−metal and the
silica species interactions (see below).

2.2. DFT Calculations. The DFT calculations are
performed to determine the physical quantities of interest
(geometry and energy) on small systems comprising a silica
crystal surface (substrate) and a single silver atom or one to
four layers. We use the Vienna ab initio simulation package
(VASP) code and the projector augmented wave (PAW)50,51

interaction potential between the electrons and the ions. The
exchange and correlation functional is the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA-PBE).52 The Brillouin zone integration is
performed with the Monkhorst−Pack scheme with k-point
mesh comprising 10 subdivisions along each reciprocal lattice
vector and only one subdivision in the direction perpendicular
to the surface. The energy cutoff is taken equal to 450 eV for
each type of atom. We have also considered the inclusion of the
van der Waals dispersive interaction in the DFT calculations
using the Grimme method called “DFT-D2” as implemented in
the VASP code.53 The dispersive correction in the Grimme
model takes into account polarization interactions as a sum of
terms Cij /rij

6 where the parameters Cij are computed using the
following combination rules: Cij

2 = CiiCjj, and the Cii values are
tabulated for each element. These dispersion terms have proven
to be essential in some systems.54

A bloc of bulk β-cristobalite is optimized with periodic
boundary conditions in the three directions. Its lattice
parameter is found to be equal to 0.746 nm (to be compared
with the experimental value of 0.716 nm). The surface of
cristobalite is made by introducing a void in the simulation box
parallel to the (001) plane. The box initially comprises 8 Si
atoms and 16 O; 4 extra O are added so that both faces are
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saturated with O and identical. After optimization, the surface
oxygen species form dimers (see Figure 1). The obtained

surface is nonhydroxylated, and is useful for comparisons with
the pure quartz, but is probably not realistic. Experimental
study under vacuum show that the mean density of hydroxyl
groups on amorphous silica surface is 4.6 OH/nm2 for
temperature between 180 and 200 °C, and 3.5 OH/nm2 at
300 °C.22,23 These conditions correspond to deposition
experiments on silicon wafers. In order to mimic this
hydroxylated amorphous silica surface, it is possible to consider
various surface orientations of hydroxylated β-cristobalite, in
particular (001) and (111), with adjusted proportions.55−57 In
this work we focus on the (001) surface of β-cristobalite, made
in an initial slab of 8 Si atoms and 16 O atoms. The surface is
thus fully hydroxylated by saturating Si with OH groups and O
with H atoms. This leads to add 4 H2O molecules to our slab.
The corresponding surface density of hydroxyl groups is 7.2
OH/nm2. We also considered a partially hydroxylated surface
corresponding to coverage of 3.6 OH/nm2, closer to
experimental measurements, by removing 2 H and 2 OH
(silanization) on the upper face where silver will be deposited.
Both hydroxylated surfaces are shown in Figure 2. Then we
considered three different metal deposits: one single Ag adatom
(per SiO2 mesh which means with a distance of 0.746 nm
between the Ag atoms), one (001) monolayer (i.e., 8 Ag atoms

per SiO2 mesh) and four (001) layers (i.e., 32 Ag atoms per
SiO2 mesh). The silver deposit can be deformed by the
interaction with the silica substrate in order to minimize the
total energy of the system. As a consequence, we consider the
adsorption energy as the energy difference between the
optimized structure of the Ag/SiO2−H system and the Ag
deposited with the same structure it has when it is deposited.

2.3. Monte Carlo Simulations. Monte Carlo simulations
are used to mimic a wetting angle measurement experiment.
The objective is to determine the silver-silica interaction
intensity which reproduces the observed wetting angle. The
metal−silica interaction is described by eq 1, with ε and σ
previously determined on quartz (ηamorph is the only free
parameter of the simulation). The metal−metal interactions are
modeled by the semiempirical many-body potential derived
from the tight binding scheme in the second moment
approximation (TBSMA).41 The energy at site “n” writes in
two terms. An attractive many-body term coming from the
band energy in the form:
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where “rnm” is the interatomic distance between atom at site “n”
and its neighbor at site “m”, with rnm < rc, the cutoff distance
equivalent to the distance of the second neighbors in bulk Ag,
where r0 is the first-neighbor distance. The second term is a
core-repulsion term of the Born−Mayer type:
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where p = 10.790, q = 3.190, A = 0.10433 eV, and ξ = 1.19402
eV are four parameters fitted to the bulk cohesive energy, lattice
parameter and elastic constants.13,42 After the second
neighbors, the potential is continuously prolonged up to zero
by a fifth order polynomial form to cancel the interaction after
the third neighbor distance.
The silica substrate is modeled with the m-TTAM

potential.25,27 The TTAM25 potential developed by Tsuneyuki,
Tsukada, Aoki, and Matsui is based on the idea that the local
tetrahedral structures present in silica can be reproduced with
two-body spherically symmetric potentials acting on Si4+ and
O2− ions. The analytical form of the potential if of Born−
Huggins−Mayer type, including electrostatics, soft core and
dispersion forces. This potential is very simple to implement in
a molecular dynamics simulation, and has proven to be accurate
enough to describe the various crystalline polymorphs of silica.
At high temperature, the high kinetic energy of the atoms
allows them to occasionally override the atom−atom repulsion
barrier at very short-range where the dispersive term spuriously
dominates. Guissani and Guillot27 cured this problem by
adding a r−18 repulsive term, and thus improved the potential at
high temperature (up to 5000 K). This potential is used to
elaborate our amorphous silica support, as follows: a silica melt
initially at 2000 K is cooled down to 300 K. This produces a
solid which is cut to form a slab. It is then relaxed at 300 K,
leading to a flat amorphous surface. This surface is kept rigid
when the metallic droplet is introduced to mimic the wetting
angle measurement experiment, a reasonable approximation
considering the strong rigidity of silica compared with the weak
metal−silica interaction. A typical configuration is shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 1. Top (left) and side (right) views of the nonhydroxylated
(001) β-cristobalite surface after relaxation of atomic positions. Key:
yellow, Si; red, bulk O; black, surface O, which form dimers. For
illustration, the cell is duplicated twice in both directions parallel to the
surface.

Figure 2. Relaxed (001) β-cristobalite surfaces: (a) full hydroxylation
on both faces (7.2 OH/nm2); (b) partial hydroxylation of the upper
face (3.6 OH/nm2). The left-hand panels are top views, and the right-
hand panels are side views along the diagonal direction. For
illustration, the cell is duplicated twice in both directions parallel to
the surface.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Ag−Quartz Potential. The free parameters of eq 1 are

determined from the DFT calculations by Vakula and co-
workers on quartz.47 They have shown that the (001) surface of
quartz, which undergoes a (1 × 1) reconstruction, exhibits two
attractive sites for isolated silver atoms: above the center of a
six-membered ring, and above one Si atom which is the meeting
point of three six-membered rings. For each site, they have
determined the adsorption energy and the equilibrium
distances to neighboring atoms. For the first site, the distance
from the silver atom to the center of the ring is 0.3201 nm and
the adsorption energy is −0.08 eV; for the second attractive
site, the Ag−Si distance is 0.3703 nm and the adsorption
energy is −0.06 eV. To determine the four parameters σAg−O,
σAg−Si, εAg−O, and εAg−Si (η

quartz = 1), we require that the LJ
potential eq 1 reproduces the same equilibrium positions and
energies for a free isolated Ag atom above the quartz surface,
which is kept immobile during the optimization. More
specifically, the two positions (height) of the attractive sites
uniquely determine σAg−O and σAg−Si, and the two adsorption
energies uniquely determine εAg−O, and εAg−Si. The results are
given in Table 1. As can be seen, the interactions are weak and
dominated by the O species, as expected from their high
polarizability.

3.2. Ag−Cristobalite Potential. 3.2.1. Non-Hydroxylated
Surface. We first introduce an isolated Ag atom above the
surface of the nonhydroxylated cristobalite to calculate its
adsorption energy after optimization using DFT. Because of
periodic boundary conditions parallel to the surface, one Ag per
SiO2 mesh means a distance of 0.746 nm between the Ag
atoms. We obtain high adsorption energy of approximately −5
eV, in correlation with the observation that the silver atom
maximizes the number of bonds with the surface oxygen atoms
(see Table 2). We have also considered the case of Ag layers
interacting with the surface to reproduce the situation of a
deposited nanoparticle which generally exhibits flat facets.
Because of mismatch between the silver layer and the
cristobalite (001) face, the silver layer is contracted (9%) to
fit within the simulation box. After optimization of the system,
we obtain a corrugated silver layer, where Ag−Ag distances can
recover their bulk value (0.29 nm). The corresponding

adhesion energy is found to be −0.69 eV per surface Ag
atoms, and −1.04 eV/at when the dispersion terms are taken
into account with DFT-D2 (see Table 2). These values are
significantly higher than that found for an isolated atom (ca. −5
eV), showing the large influence of the silver−silver interaction
on the silver−silica adhesion energy. We have also considered a
slab made of four Ag layers: the corresponding adhesion
energies are found to be −0.57 eV and −0.85 eV (with DFT-
D2) per surface atom at the Ag-SiO2 interface (see Table 2).
The strength of the Ag−silica interaction thus slightly decreases
when the coordination number of the Ag species at the
interface increases (coordination 4 for one layer, and 8 for a
thick slab).
The adhesion energies found on nonhydroxylated cristobalite

are more than 1 order of magnitude larger than that found by
Vakula and co-workers on quartz. Both substrates are pure SiO2
(nonhydroxylated), but they differ in bulk and surface
structures. In particular the cristobalite surface (001) is
polar58 which may explain the strong interaction with silver
atoms. The determination of the η parameter of the silver-silica
potential eq 1 to fit this large adhesion energy would be
meaningless since the interactions are far from being van der
Waals. Furthermore, the nonhydroxylated surface of cristobalite
is probably not realistic since it is highly reactive, and its
hydroxylation is expected to play an important role since it
influences the polarity of the surface.

3.2.2. Hydroxylated Surface. The surface of freshly cut
cristobalite is highly polar and reactive. In particular, exposition
to ambient air leads to water dissociation at the surface and the
formation of silanols. This is why we now consider partially and
fully hydroxylated surfaces (3.6 OH/nm2 and 7.2 OH/nm2; see
details in previous section). One silver atom or a full layer is
then introduced above the surface and the geometry optimized.
Without the dispersion contributions, the adsorption energy for
an isolated atom is −0.16 eV for the partially hydroxylated
surface and −0.05 eV for the fully hydroxylated surface. For a
silver layer, one gets −0.04 eV/at and +0.01 eV/at respectively
(see Table 2). By comparison with the nonhydroxylated
surface, the interaction is significantly attenuated, as expected
since the surfaces are now nonpolar. It is interesting to note
that the higher the hydroxylation level the lower the intensity of
the interaction. We also find the same dependence with the Ag-
coordination number: a silver layer interacts (per surface atom)
less than isolated atoms. Furthermore, when the surface is
hydroxylated, the interactions are typically 1 order of
magnitude less than covalent interactions, and comparable to
those observed on quartz surface. This shows the importance of
the hydroxylation for the silver-silica interaction, a result
comparable with that obtained for the Cu/SiO2 system.

48 The
dispersion contributions play an important role as can be seen
from the DFT-D2 results (see Table 2). For one Ag layer, the

Figure 3. Snapshot of the Monte Carlo model for the wetting angle
experiment, showing the silver nanodroplet (gray atoms) deposited on
the amorphous silica support (yellow, Si; red, O). θ is the wetting
angle, and H/D measures the aspect ratio of the droplet.

Table 1. Lennard-Jones Parameters for the Ag-SiO2
Interaction Potential (Eq 1) Determined from the Two
Equilibrium Positions of a Single Ag Atom on the α-Quartz
(001) Surface (from Ref 47)

Ag−O Ag−Si

σ (Å) 2.78 3.29
ε (eV) 0.012 0.002

Table 2. DFT/DFT-D2 Calculations of the Adsorption
Energy of an Isolated Ag Atom (eV) or Adhesion Energy of
Ag Layers (eV per Ag Atom at the Interface) Deposited on
the (001) Face of β-Cristobalite with Various Degrees of
Hydroxylation

nonhydroxylated 3.6 OH/nm2 7.2 OH/nm2

1 Ag atom (eV) −4.8/−5.34 −0.16/−0.36 −0.05/−0.14
1 Ag layer (eV/at) −0.69/−1.04 −0.04/−0.12 +0.01/−0.15
4 Ag layers (eV/
at)

−0.57/−0.85 −0.04/−0.19 −0.02/−0.16
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adhesion energy is now −0.12 eV/at for the partially
hydroxylated surface and −0.15 eV/at for the fully hydroxylated
surface. These values slightly decrease for the 4-layers thick slab
of silver (−0.19 and −0.16 eV/at). Note that the dependence
with the Ag-coordination is weaker for the fully hydroxylated
surface. The average value, −0.16 eV/at, corresponds to a weak
adhesion energy without charge transfer (van der Waals like
interaction), and has been used to determine the η parameter of
the silver-silica potential eq 1). We have found ηcrist = 5.0 (see
Table 3. As can be seen, the dispersion contributions are

dominant. It is thus important to keep in mind that these values
are sensitive to the level of approximation, and that better
methods can be used to improve the quality.59 A comparison
with experiments is also fruitful, as proposed now in the case of
amorphous silica.
3.3. Ag−Amorphous Silica Potential. We have per-

formed Monte Carlo simulations of a liquid nanodroplet on flat
amorphous silica surface. The droplet size, 3 nm, is large
enough to have a good precision on the mean value of the
aspect ratio, which relates to the wetting angle through the
relation (see also Figure 3):

θ= −H
D

1 cos
2 (5)

We have used the silver−silica potential eq 1 with ε and σ
previously determined on quartz, and where the unknown
parameter ηamorph has been varied. This parameter modulates
the intensity of the interaction, and thus has an impact on the
wetting angle and the aspect ratio. The simulations have been
performed at several temperatures between 1000 and 1300 K,
corresponding to the range of temperatures used in experi-
ments. The results are given in Figure 4. As can be seen, the
aspect ratio is strongly influenced by ηamorph, with a weak
dependence with temperature. The experimental measurement
by Eustathopoulos and co-workers44−46 (140°, i.e., H/D =
0.88) can be reproduced for ηamorph = 2.5 (see Table 3).
The value of ηamorph is half that of ηcrist. The difference cannot

be attributed to surface hydroxylation or bulk density since they
are similar for both substrates. It cannot either be explained by
the fact that wetting angle measurements are done in the liquid
phase, since experimental investigation done by vapor
deposition of silver atoms on amorphous silica substrate
indicate that the aspect ratio of solid nanoparticles at room
temperature is approximately 0.83 for a mean size of 2.6 ± 0.4
nm, similar to that obtained in the liquid phase. However,
several differences between the substrates may be evoked to
explain this factor. First, the bulk structure is not the same in
both cases (crystal versus amorphous structure). One expects
lower interaction with the amorphous silica compared with the
crystal. Another explanation is the following: the DFT
calculations are done on nanometric systems, while the wetting
angle measurements are done on macroscopic systems. As a
consequence, the latter might be sensitive to unfavorable

surface defects (geometric or chemical) even if their density is
low. The discrepancy might also be an indication that the
approximation level used to perform the calculations (DFT-
D2) is not accurate enough. Further improvement is
considered.

3.4. Melting and Freezing of a Ag Nanoparticle on
Amorphous Silica. As an illustration of the influence of the
silica support on the deposited nanoparticle properties, we have
first considered the melting of a 2 nm silver nanoparticle on the
amorphous silica substrate using canonical Monte Carlo
simulations. A calorimetric curve is determined by successive
simulations performed at increasing temperatures for which an
equilibrium state is achieved (typically 5 × 105 Monte Carlo
steps per atom for each temperature). We have focused on the
icosahedron with 309 atoms. The melting temperature is clearly
identified on the calorimetric curve by the step in the average
energy of the system (see Figure 5). The substrate effect is
evidenced by comparing the free and supported nanoparticles.
The melting temperature is around 720 K for the free
nanoparticle and 700 K for the supported nanoparticle. This
reduction of the melting temperature is at variance compared

Table 3. η Parameter for the Ag−SiO2 Interaction Potential
(Eq 1) Determined from the DFT-D2 Calculations of Silver
Adhesion on Hydroxylated Cristobalite and from
Experimental Wetting Angle Measurements on Amorphous
Silica

quartz amorphous silica hydroxylated cristobalite

1.0 2.5 5.0

Figure 4. Equilibrium aspect ratio H/D of a silver nanodroplet
deposited on the amorphous silica support obtained by Monte Carlo
simulation, for three temperatures, and as a function of the free
parameter ηamorph eq 1. Horizontal red line: experimental determi-
nation by Eustathopoulos and co-workers.44−46

Figure 5. Melting calorimetric curve (energy per atom versus
temperature) of a silver nanoparticle (Ih 309) obtained by Monte
Carlo simulations in the canonical ensemble. Key: squares, free
nanoparticle; circles, nanoparticle deposited on the silica support.
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with what is generally observed for supported nanoparticles.42

This is explained by the fact that the icosahedron structure is
most probably metastable for a 2 nm sized silver nanoparticle at
that temperature. At zero temperature, the stable structure is
the Marks decahedron for a free nanoparticle, and the fcc
truncated octahedron for a nanoparticle deposited on silica.60

The substrate thus destabilizes the icosahedron, and somehow
favors the mobility of the atoms at the interface. This is
confirmed by the examination of the atomic configurations (see
Figure 6) showing that the melting of the supported
nanoparticle occurs at the interface with the support.

We have then examined the reverse process (freezing) for a
nanodroplet of similar size, containing exactly 300 atoms in
order to avoid any magic number which could favor a particular
structure for the solid. The nanodroplet is first completely
melted at 900 K, well above the melting temperature, and
progressively cooled down to 650 K, where it is maintained
until the system freezes. At that temperature (50 K below the
melting temperature), the system has enough mobility to allow
equilibration as long as it remains in the metastable liquid state.
When the freezing occurs, the structure is not systematically the
same: among the five independent runs that we have performed
to explore different realizations, we have observed the
formation of an icosahedral structure in one case, and an fcc
truncated octahedron in the four other cases (see Figure 7).
The substrate clearly favors the formation of the fcc structure.
Here again, we have evidenced the effect of the substrate since
in the case of a small free nanodroplet the most favorable
configurations are noncrystalline (icosahedron or decahedron
structure). The presence of a flat Ag/SiO2 interface most
probably plays an important role in the nucleation of the crystal
structure.

4. CONCLUSION
This work presents DFT calculations of adsorption and
adhesion energies of silver atoms or layers on cristobalite, a
silica crystal. It is shown that the hydroxylation of the surface
greatly influences the Ag−silica interaction. For hydroxyl
surface density close to experimental observations in the
conditions encountered in nanoparticle deposition, between 3.6
OH/nm2 and 7.2 OH/nm2, the interaction is weak, van der
Waals like. Our results are compared with that obtained by
Vakula et al.47 on quartz, another silica crystal, the differences
being imputed to the fact that the structure and density of the
bulk and the surface of both substrates are significantly different
and that we have taken into account the dispersion terms
within the DFT-D2 approximation. We have also shown that
the Ag−silica interaction barely decreases when the hydrox-
ylation level of cristobalite increases. We have also considered
the case of amorphous silica, and used wetting angle
experiments to determine the intensity of the Ag−silica
interaction. All available data have been used to parametrize a
Lennard-Jones potential (eq 1, Tables 1 and 3) to describe the
silver-silica interaction for quartz, hydroxylated cristobalite and
amorphous silica. Using Monte Carlo simulations in the
canonical ensemble, we have shown the influence of the silica
support on the morphology and structure of silver nano-
particles on silica obtained by recrystallization of silver
nanodroplets.
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